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Podesta Warns Students Lords, Ladies Swim
Teams Accumulate
of the Evangelical Right NCAC Titles
7 IZ
News Briefs
Noid Takes Hostages
' ! act wppk Kpnnpth Nnid. 21. who had
become increasingly angry with Domino
Pizza's use of the fictitious character, the
Noid, strolled into a Domino's shop in
Chamblee, GA. and took two employee's
hostage. He was carrying a .357 magnum.
When police arrived, Noid demanded
5100,00, a getaway car and a copy of the 1 985
book The Widow's Son by Robert Anton
Wilson. The siege lasted five hours, after
which the employees slipped away. Noid
them gave himself up. Police believe Noid
has psychological problems.
SoldiersEscapeBombing
More than 50 British soldiers escaped in-
jury Monday when they were evacuated
from their barracks moments before a series
of explosions extensively damaged their base.
The Irish Revolutionary Army has reportedly
taken credit for the attack, possibly as a
retaliatory response to the slaying of 13 peo-
ple in a civil rights march in Londonderry in
June, 1972. The soldiers were evacuated from
their barracks around 3:00 a.m. after a sentry
intercepted two men in military dress in the
compound.
Nat. Guard Runs
Hospital
National Guard troops wearing full
fatigues bathed and fed patients in a state
hospital in Cranston, Rhode Island, Monday
after nurses and attendants walked out after
a contract dispute. The state, citing a law
against state employees striking, attempted to
force the workers to return but were unsucc-
essful in the attempt. The hospital holds 480
patients and deals with long term cases. Of
the 110 national guard employees, seven stat-
ioned at the hospital have had medical traini-
ng, the rest are engaged in non-medic- al
tasks.
DAN AYKROYD EDDIE MURPHY
They're not just getting rich...
They're getting even.
TRADINGPLACES
Some very funny business.
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Theta Alpha Kappa Holds Benefit Party
By Heather Reynolds
New Directions, Knox County's shelter for
battered women will benefit from $1250 in
proceeds collected during a semi-form- al
dance sponsored by Theta Alpha Kappa. The
donations will allow New Directions to con-
tinue such services as 24-ho- ur hotlines, crisis
intervention and safe housing for victims of
domestic violence and rope.
Last year New Directions came $5000 short
of its fund-raisin- g goal of $25,000 needed
to cover the rising costs of operation. The
director even took a salary cut to help
decrease the costs. Theta Alpha Kappa decid-
ed to raise funds by sponsoring a dance
which they believed would attract more peo-
ple than other types of fund-raisin- g activities.
The success of last year's dance encouraged
them to continue the theme.
Two of the sorority's founders, seniors
Vickie Blocher and Larisa Lockwood, were
pleased with the dance's success and the en-
thusiasm of the sorority members for the
cause. "What they New Directions do is
something we feel very strongly about"
Lockwood said.
Nearly all 16 remaining founding members
and 20 pledges were present and helped
generate interest in the purpose of the dance,
prompting many notable community mem-
bers like Father Dave to donate without at-
tending.
This year Theta Alpha Kappa members
have volunteered for such causes as the Col-
umbus Open Shelter for the homeless,
Habitat for Humanity, a low income housing
project in Mount Vernon, the Gambier
Nursery School and the Big BrothersSisters
program. They will continue to provide their
services to these and other organizations in
the future.
With elections of new leaders coming up in
Kenyon Anniversaries
By Jeff Stevens
This year will mark several notable an-
niversaries for Kenyon; among them the burn-
ing of Old Kenyon and the creation of the
women's co-ordin- ate college. On Feb. 27, it
will be exactly 40 years since the tragic fire at
Old Kenyon in 1949. The fire, described by
Thomas Boardman Greenslade in his book
Kenyon College: lis Third Half Century as "By
far the greatest tragedy ever to strike Kenyon
College", began in the early morning hours
and was probably caused by a fireplace fire
that blazed out of control after students
dumped a wastebasket full of paper on it.
The fireplace was makeshift. An article sub-
mitted to Time magazine by the director of
public relations here, claimed that the fire
trapped 23 boys on the third floor of Old
Kenyon, six of these never left the building
and two boys who jumped to the ground suf-
fered skull fractures and died soon after. A
blind student on the first floor escaped
unscathed. He awoke to the smell of smoke,
heard the sound of fire hoses, decided it was
safe and walked out of the building.
The tragedy was met with an immediate
and positive response by the Kenyon com-
munity and local organizations. Students and
staff rallied to the cause of restoring the
building, and local organizations like the
Mount Vernon Rotary Club and Knox Coun-
ty Boy Scouts helped to raise over $50,000 for
the restoration of Old Kenyon in a few short
days. Local colleges also chipped in, and
issues of The Collegian printed around the
time of the fire urged students to donate time
and money to the cause. Students from Ken-
yon volunteered their time as orderlies on the
night of the fire, making it back to Kenyon,
according to the article, in time for their 8:00
a.m. classes.
On September 8, 1969, women made their
first appearance as students at Kenyon. That
date marked the official opening of the Coor-
dinate College here. Women were settling in-
to the college as early as the fourth, but on
the eighth their existence became official. The
all-ma- le college viewed the event with mixed
emotions. In spite of some degree of protest
and scepticism about the practicality of a
coordinate college (with a coordinate govern-
ment, clubs and rules of conduct), the change
was essentially a smooth one. Greenslade
briefly notes that one of the harshest critics
of women on campus, spent some of his time
carrying the co-ed- 's luggage to their dorms.
The college became fully co-educatio- nal in
1972. There are other, perhaps less notable,
anniversaries for Kenyon this year. The Ken-
yon School of Aeronautics got its start here
in 1934, 55 years ago. The School, which was
abandoned in 1972, was the first college run
school of its type to be officially recognized
by the Department of Commerce. Its opening
ceremony attracted several notables including
the Ohio's Governor. This same year also
marked the year Kenyon started its own polo
school. It closed down during the 1937-3- 8
school year.
April, the founding members hope that in the
future the sorority will continue to fulfil its
goals; to give women an equal opportunity at
Kenyon and to promote diversity and com-
munity service.
Asylum Laws Changed
The federal government announced plans
Monday to detain Central Americas who file
invalid political asylum claims in a tent city
outside Brownsville, Tx. The city will have
space for 5,000. Previously, political asylum
cases could remain free to roam until their
claims were verified. Now they will be screen-
ed close to arrival time. If they do not pass
the screening, they must remain in the city
until their cases are reviewed.
Unusual Punishment
In Raleigh, N.C. Judge Jerry Leonard gave
James Graham the choice of going to jail for
failing to pay his child support, or writing
10,000 times "I must pay my child support on
time." Grahm chose the latter, and when he
further failed to pay on time, the Judge re-
examined the writing. He found the work in
three different handwritings and with much
skip numbering.
B.U. Tightens Rules
Boston University is tightening dorm
regulations in response to a reconsideration
of its disciplinary role. The new rules call for
arrangements for visitors to any college dorm
after 11 p.m. to be made 24 hours in ad-
vance, and require any visitor staying over-
night to be of the same sex of the host or a
member of hisher immediate family. No
guest can stay for more than three days, and
only five visits are permitted (and not during
exams, midterms or the first two weeks of the
year). Arrangements for guests must be made
four days in advance with the hall director.
The changes reflect the reconsideration of the
"In loco parentis" idea; a popular fifties con-
cept that gave colleges the legal right to act as
the parents of their students. BU represents
the extreme of the movement to bring In loco
parentis back, but movements to take less
drastic measures are afoot on other cam-
puses. Many of these have been started by the
students themselves. According to U.S. News
and World Report, almost half of all college
students support codes of conduct on
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Ku Klux Klan Politiks
Last week, an historic event took place in modern politics. David Duke, former
Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan was duly elected to the State House of Represent-
atives of Louisiana. Mr. Duke has officially refuted his attachments to the Klan but
maintains his views on racism and anti-semitis- m. His statements include calls for white
supremacy within government, welfare reforms and the end of affirmative action.
As could be expected, Duke's election has caused a great deal of commotion within
the ranks of more moderate political element. Duke's affiliation with the Republican
Party has outraged some of the GOP's more prominent members. Both Pres. Bush and
former Pres. Reagan took part in an advertisement campaign designed to defeat Duke.
Louisiana's ranking Senator, Trent Lott, withheld all party funds from Duke's cam-
paign. Republican National Committee Chairman Lee Atwater has raged a personal
war of words against Duke, fearing for the reputation of his party. Additionally, At-
water called for Duke to be "disenfranchised from the party". This type of party in-
fighting has been unheard of in recent political history.
Members of the Democratic Party and others in the political spectrum have also rais-
ed the alarm. These opponents of Duke are vehemently opposed to his past that in-
cludes affiliation with a group dedicated to the overthrow of the government. The white
supremacists also engage in often violent acts of hatred toware Catholics, Jews and
Blacks, as well as other minorities. Those seeking to develop morality, compassion and
equality within our governmental structure are deeply troubled by the election of this
ex-Klansm- an.
Democrats have attempted to make the most of the issue. Rep. Coelho (Cal.), the
House Majority Whip stated that Duke's election showed the Republicans had gone
"too far" in playing race politics. Additionally, some Democratic members of the Loui-
siana House are threatning to walk out if Duke is seated.
The fact that a man with Duke's prejudice's was elected to public office is horrific.
That a man with Duke's prejudice's could be elected to publis office is essential. To be
elected in most states, one need only meet restrictions concerning age, citizenship, and
residency. If a candidate meets these requirements and is legitimately elected to office,
there is abosolutely no reason to bar hisher in the body politic. Duke having
met these requirements, has emerged the victor, and as such must be understood as best
representing the interests of the electorate.
At the center of this conflict is a much deeper and much more important issue. The
Constitution established a political environment to represent the views of the people, no
matter how extreme these views may be. Both parties call for Duke's removal because
his outrageous past and poltical idealogy fundamentally contradict our system.
Guarantees of free speech and fair representation are critical to the maintainence of a
liberal democracy. Until Duke breaks the laws safeguarding our system, his triumph
should be accepted.
What should be questioned, however, is how a majority of any district in this nation
could possibly hold views sympathetic to Duke's beliefs. How the same legislators who
believe our nation has outgrown the need for affirmative action could turn with shock
at the election, is a mystery. Perhaps it is time to reconsider the state of this country: can
we afford the naive belief that racism is a thing of the past, another spector to bury
beneath the fantasy of an American Dream? The election of Duke to the State House is
in itself an ept reply.
Rather than raise a protest to the election of a person like Duke, we must look at the
source of the problem. Duke was elected by the people. In a decade dominated by con-
victions of equality reagardless of race, religion, or gender, it would seem America has
forgotten its past. Racism has become more insidious than a "Whites Only" restroom,
and has made its way into the schools and workplaces of both urban and rural areas
across the country. Unfortunately, it seems that the senseless and obscene reality of
racist thought has receded to unread history books.
We can only hope that after the dramatic condemnation from the Democrats and the
frenzied maneuvering of the Republicans, some sense is made of the election of David
Duke. Too often in the past, America, like a dog, has tucked its ugly history between its
legs in hopes of a "kinder, gentler" future. We have obscured the claims of Native
Americans, forgotten the men and women slandered by McCarthyism, and for the most
part written off the "relocation" camps of Japanese Americans. There can be no
stronger calf to battle racist ideology than the election of David Duke to public office.
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Kenyon's Herd of Visiting Professors
To the Editor:
I am pleased that recent Collegian editorials
have identified the status of temporary facul-
ty as one of the major problems the College
currently faces. Now nearly 30 of the
teaching staff, temporaries have become a
relatively inexpensive means to two ends: the
testing of curricular innovations or additions
before the College commits itself to the crea-
tion of tenure track positions, and the
replacement of faculty on leave to insure that
courses relevant to departmental majors are
covered. The merits of such a practice, the
College assumes, are that Kenyon students
will not lose courses because of sabbaticals,
and that they will reap the benefits of ex-
posure to new fields. What do visiting faculty
members get out of their stay here? The Col-
lege expects that Kenyon's reputation will
stand them in good stead as they search for
"real" jobs elsewhere. In the meantime,
visitors can compete equally with regular
faculty for research grants and receive
salaries equivalent to those of regular faculty
at comparable ranks.
One can make the case that Kenyon treats
its temporaries better than some other in-
stitutions which have become the grist of pro-
fessional horror stories. Yet problems have
arisen as a result of recent hiring practices
here that the College is unwilling to confront.
The first affects students most directly. Not-
withstanding the argument that temporaries
guarantee continuity in course offerings,
students still face the problem of ever-changi- ng
personnel. They can never be cer-
tain that interesting courses in a visitor's field
of expertise (whenever the visitor is permitted
to teach them, that is) will remain "on the
books" long enough for students to choose
them as appropriate to their schedules. Mo:
significantly, the personal contact betuet
students and faculty is frequently difficult;
sustain with visitors who are here today ar
gone tomorrow. Though temporaries ofu
devote more energy to their teaching and a;
vising than is probably warranted (given th;
they must concentrate on finding futu:
employment elsewhere), the tenuousness c
their status belies Kenyon's myth of "cor
munity."
The second problem relates to the positic
of visitors relative to that of regular faculr,
Despite the College's belief that its relatior
ship with visitors is mutually beneficial ar:
nnn-pvnlnitafi- vp thp inevitable division k;
arisen between the relatively privileged co:
of tenured and tenure track faculty who:
professional development the College mi!
clearly support, and the visiting "underclas:
whose main purpose is to serve the immedia
needs of departments. To be sure, there a
department chairs who make no distinctic
between regular and visiting faculty while a
tending to major professional concerns sue
as approving courses which further a facul;
member's intellectual development, or tt:
apportionment of release time. Yet such set
sitivity to temporaries as colleagues (as 0
posed to subalterns) has not been institi
tionalized. In fact, given that regular facul;
are increasingly taking leaves in between sat
baticals, the pressure on departments to us
visitors solely as the teachers of othe
people's courses will certainly mount.
Moreover, because the requirements c
departments and the administration itse
fluctuate, they result in visiting contracts c
uncertain duration. Thus, the length of ;
temporary's "tenure" can be determined i
see HERD page eight
Prisoner in Need of Poetry
To the Editor:
I am a man in prison and am begging you
to print this letter in your school paper for
me. I need help. As a child I grew up in foster
homes. I suffered many forms of abuse. I
have learned that many people who end up
in prison, many people who turn to drugs
were abused as children. It's a known fact
that people who were abused as children end
up being abusing parents. I need to speak
about this. But because child abuse is such an
ugly matter, I want to do it in an artful form.
I have contacted a Christian Publishing
House who is interested in my idea. I am tn
ing to put together a book of poems, all da
ing with child abuse. My problem is I haven
talent with words. So I am asking for yo.
people out there to write poems about chil:
abuse and send them to me. Do not worry' '
they are good or bad, just let the feelin;
show. This subject needs to be dealt with
Thank you.
Willie Claflin 189914
P.O. Box 5500
Chillicothe, OH 45601
Safe Sex is not too Complex
To the Editor:
Shortly, every Kenyon student and
employee will receive in campus mail two
brochures about AIDS. One, A Healthy
Concern About AIDS, deals specifically with
Kenyon's approach to the disease. The se-
cond, Making Sex Safer, discusses important
issues about safer sexual practices.
Sometimes it seems as if the talk about this
deadly disease holds little meaning for those
of us in rural Ohio. Or, we may think to
ourselves, only prostitutes, addicts,, and pro-
miscuous gay men get it. Wrong.
AIDS is not about who you are; it's about
what you do. We hope you will take the time
to read the material and direct any questions
you may have to the health center or any one
of us.
Sincerely,
The Kenyon AIDS Committee
Kay Akey, food service director
Jay Alexander '91
Mieke Bomann, news director
Clarke Carney, director of counseling
Karen Frasca, director of staff relations
Joel Logan '89
Don Omahan, acting dean of students
Tracy Schermer, college physician
Joan Slonczewski, assistant professor c
biology
Elizabeth Warmington '89
Andrew Foster, Chaplain
si
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By Jonathan E. Tazewell
The KCDC executed a fine production of
Tom Stoppard's play, Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern are Dead, these past two
weekends. This twist of the well known story
of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, from
Shakespeare's famous play presents us with
the bewildered friends of Hamlet wondering
who they are, where they are and whether
hey are dead or alive.
1 was impressed by this particular produc-lo- n
of Stoppard's play. The simplicity of the
set gave a sense of timelessness and a feeling
f being somewhere yet no where at all and
hereby served to enhance the quandry of our
protagonists in their effort to remember who
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Podesta Assails Evangelical New Right & Christian Nation
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By Byong-He- e Cho
Founder and president of the Washington,
D.C. based organization, People For The
American Way, Anthony Podesta addressed
an audience at the Biology Auditorium with a
lecture entitled "Separation of Church and
State: The Rise of the Evangelical Right."
Podesta's work and efforts are directed at the
protection of the constitutional liberty of the
American people. The past decade has seen
the tremendous rise of the stature of the
evangelical force in American politics and
society. Much of this force has been fostered
through the recent Reagan administration as
well as the "electronic" churches that fre-
quent the air waves. Jerry Fallwell's place
beside President Bush during the Inaugural
they were and how they got there. The
costumes were very well done. The colorful
rag-ta- g players, the elegance of the royal
court -i- ncluding Hamlet's melancholia, and
the historical appropriateness of the fashion
seemed to throw these bumbling heros back
into a time long forgotten.
Stoppard writes such wonderful repartee
for the main characters in this play, and its
success depends on the ease with which the
actors carry this out. Scott Hinckley and
Chad Taylor as Rosencrantz and Guilden-
stern (or is that Guildenstern and Rosen-
crantz) did a beautiful job of working
together, including the game of questions
which is always so funny when done well.
The two were engaging and exciting to watch
Address is a tell-tal- e sign of the times. Na- - stances include the bid for the nomination of
tionwide, the evangelical influence is evident
in the growing demands from coalitions and
school boards for the revision of texts and
curricula in the public school systems; the
group in Mount Vernon is known as Citizens
for Excellence in Education. According to
Podesta, this rise in the evangelical right
poses a threat to the basic constitutional
separation of church and state and thereby
weakens the resolve of the American political
and educational systems.
In retort to the evangelical claim that the
United States was founded as a Christian na-
tion, Podesta began his lecture with a review
of the U.S. Constitution. He emphasized the
point that the founding fathers, in drafting
the Constitution, were anxious to avoid a
church-stat- e government. They were sensitive
to the unique plurality of the colonies;
Presbyterians, Anglicans, Jews and
Unitarians lived side by side. Forecasting that
religion would serve best as a matter of in-
dividual choice, the creators of the constitu-
tion specified under Article 6 that "no
religious test shall ever be required as a
qualification to any office or public trust in
the United States." The First Amendment ex-
pounds upon this by designating that "Con-
gress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof." Undoubtedly, the
founding fathers themselves were God-
fearing men, but it is clear that they did not
set out to establish a nation upon the doc-
trines of their own religious beliefs.
People For The American Way has docu-
mented many episodes that demonstrate the
reality of the evangelical power in the upper
echelons of our government. Recent in- -
as we saw them stumble into their own
tragedy.
No less impressive was Larry Grimm as the
Player. As he leads his amusing band of
transvestites cum actors, this character seems
to be the only one who has a true grasp on
reality or rather that our reality is so smokey
thin that it cannot be grasped at all. We are
left then only to laugh at the tragedy and ab-
surdity of our common experience. Grimm
did a fine job in his portrayal of the Player
with all the sarcastic and witty quips that
make this character so fun to watch. Noah
Reibel, John Alexander, Keith Harris,
Gerard Lyn and Konrad Matthael should
also be commended for their clownish por
On Sun., Feb. 19, Professor Suggs of the
Anthropology Department shared his ex-
perience with sexism with the intimate gather-
ing at the Crozier Women's Center. Suggs,
having undertaken the study of female status
and role transition in the Tswana life cycle
during his graduate studies, found himself
sharply criticized by some of his intellectual
peers. He was met with such responses as
"leave the study of women to women, Dr.
Suggs, they have no hidden agenda." And
some others even went so far as to question
his ethics, insinuating that he must have faked
his results because, as a male, the women of
the Tswana tribe would never be willing to
talk to him.
Suggs' research method consisted of
regular interviews with 60 of the tribal
women. During these interviews he asked
specific questions about menstruation as well
as more socially based questions about the
role and status of females in their society.
Through his research he discovered that the
Tswana women held age discrimination as
Robert Bork to the Supreme Court and At-
torney General Edwin Meese's attempt to ap-
point as judicial selector a right-win- g ad-
vocate who wanted to set aside 25-3- 0 percent
of federal jobs for "true christians."
Podesta asserted that politically active
evangelicals like Pat Robertson use a
religious litmus test to distinguish "good"
candidates and "good" Americans as those
who hold a certain type of christian view
point. A christian political magazine, "The
Candidate's Biblical Scoreboard," keeps
readers posted on the votes that each con-gresspers- on
casts so that they can keep tabs
on which are godly or ungodly.
In addition to the political arena, the
evangelical powers have been active in the
public education systems. Countering what is
termed as- - the rise in "secular humanism,"
groups across the country have been formed
to press for the revision of both scientific and
literary texts. According to research done by
People For The American Way, 16 of
biology texts no longer contain the word
"evolution." On top of this, no literary an-
thology in the United States prints an "unex-purgate- d"
version of "Romeo and Juliet."
Books are not the only things under censor-
ship. This is clear in the controversy that
sprang up over the discussion of world action
for world pollution in the classroom. The
argument was "world action can only be
taken by one world government . . . one
world government is foretold in the book of
Revelations as the beginning of the reign of
the Antichrist." Podesta argued that the
problem with these groups is that they want
to use the school system to teach students
see PODESTA page eight
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead Impresses All
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trayals of the troupe of players. Also im-
pressive was Tad Troilo as the aged and com-
ic Polonius.
The only complaint in an otherwise ex-
cellent production were the lack of dramatic
risks taken. Stoppard asks the audience to
question our perception of reality in life and
death, but little was asked of the audience in
questioning their stereotypes of dramatic
convention through this production. None-
theless, it was an enjoyable performance.
Tom Turgeon is to be congratulated for his
superb direction of another fine production
complete with his creative comic shtick. To
the cast and crew I give a hearty Bravo! for a
job well done.
Suggs Intertwines Menopause and Sexism
the biggest knowledge barrier, and that
gender was of secondary concern. Reluctance
on the part of the women to answer certain
questions was usually prefaced with a state-
ment like "you're too young to understand."
The seemingly more fundamenal barrier of
having a man as the insider, in whom the
women would confide, was not a problem.
However, despite the willingness of the
Tswana women to allow a male to study
female status, American women (and men)
did not share this same cooperation. The
disapproval Suggs received in response to the
question of men studying women, he inter-
prets as being one of four possible underlying
issues. The first is a tradition to avoid the
study of women's issues in general. The se-
cond is general interpretation of the male
process. The third is the reluctance of male
anthropologists to engage in an alternative
study to that which they themselves were
taught. The fourth is that women anthro- -
see SUGGS page eight
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SPRING VACATION 1989
CLASSES END FOR SPRING VACATION on Friday, March 3, after the last
scheduled class.
CLASSES BEGIN AFTER VACATION at 8:10 a.m. on Monday, March 20, in all
courses, as scheduled.
THE PERIOD JUST PRIOR TO, DURING AND AFTER THE VACATION IS A
TIME WHEN SPECIAL ATTENTION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO MATTERS OF
PERSONAL SECURITY AND SAFETY on campus. Do you part by locking room
and apartment doors, by not going out alone at night and by notifying the Security
Department (EMERGENCY PHONE 5555) of any suspicious persons you see on cam-
pus.
STUDENT RESIDENCES WILL CLOSE Saturday, March 4, at 12:00 noon and wll
REOPEN at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, March 18. Students may not return to the
residences before this date. Penalties will be imposed upon those who attempt to occupy
any rooms, without permission, before March 18.
PERSONAL VALUABLES should be secured and room doors locked before oc-
cupants leave campus. The College is not responsible for personal property left in
College residences over the vacation.
MEALS IN THE DINING HALLS SCHEDULE CHANGES
Friday, March 3
Saturday, March 4
Sunday, March 19
Dinner in Peirce ONLY 5:15 to 6:45 p.m.
Last Meal-Break- fast in Peirce ONLY 8:00 to 9:00 a.m.
CLOSED DURING VACATION
First Meal-Bru- nch in Peirce ONLY 10:30 a.m. to 1:00
p.m.
Dinner in both Gund and Peirce, regular hours
FOR STUDENTS WHO PLAN TO REMAIN ON CAMPUS
Students residing in New Apartments, Bexley Apartments, Watson Hall and Farr
Hall may request to remain in residence during the vacation period, or may grant
permission to other students to use their room, by submitting a Vacation Housing
Form. Students residing in the New Apartments and Bexley Apartments during Spring
Vacation, may not reside alone; at least two students must reside in an apartment. The
regular spring vacation housing charge will be $2 per person per day.
All students (including current occupants of the Apartments, Watson and Farr
Hall) who plan to be in residence during any portion of the vacation period must
submit a Vacation Housing Form to the Office for Student Residences by Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 28. Students who submit a Vacation Housing Form after February 28 will be
charged a late processing fee of $25. Students discovered in residence during the vaca-
tion, who have not completed a Vacation Housing Form, will be charged a $25 per day
fine.
VACATION CLEANING all student rooms, suites and apartments will be cleaned by
custodial staff during spring vacation. Before leaving, please:
1. Remove personal belongings from the floor.
2. Place valuable belongings in a drawer or wardrobe or take them with you.
Students who do not wish to have their room, suite or apartment cleaned must do so
themselves before leaving campus. You must also indicate your preference NOT to have
your living area cleaned on a form in the Office of Student Residences (a note on your
door will NOT substitute for completing this form).
ENERGY CONSERVATION to aid in the conservation of energy and to minimize
potential fire hazards, students must observe the following:
1. Close windows and turn off all lights.
2. Turn off all blower fans on heating units in dormitory rooms.
3. In apartments, turn thermostats as low as possible.
4. Defrost and turn off all refrigerators.
5. Unplug all clocks, appliances, lights, etc.
STUDENTS WHO PLAN TO BE IN GAMBIER in non-colleg- e housing over the vaca-
tion must inform the Assistant Dean for Student Residences.
Three Gasolines: Super Cetron, Cetron, Octron
Nitrex MPG Motor Oil
Atlas Tires
Atlas Batteries CaiTipUS SottO
Servicing Domestic and Foreign Vehicles
101 Brooklyn St., Gambier 427-331- 0
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Hine to Talk about Black Lawyers
The commemoration of Black History
Month at Kenyon College examines the civil
rights movement in the South with a lecture
by historian Darlene Hine.
"The Civil Rights Movement and the Black
Lawyer" will be the topic of Hine's talk on
Thursday, Feb. 24, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Biology Auditorium. The lecture is free and
open to the public.
Hine will address the role black lawyers
had in transforming constitutional thinking
in the 1940s and 1950s, resulting in the pro-
tection of individual civil rights before states'
rights. Among the lawyers she will focus on
are Fred Gray, who defended Rosa Parks
and Martin Luther King Jr. during the Mon
tgomery bus boycott in 1955, and U,(
Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshal:
Hine, who is a John Hannah Professor .
History at Michigan State Univesity, is cu
rently working on a book about the impact
,
black lawyers on the civil rights movemer
Among the books she has written is Bk,
Women in White: A History of S;
Women in the Nursing Profession, which
be published in May by Indiana Universi
Press. A graduate of Roosevelt University
Chicago, she received her master's and do.
(oral degrees in history from Kent State Ur.
versity.
Hine's lecture is sponsored by the Facul:
Lectureships Committee at Kenyon.
WKCO and Shoppes Throw a Part
On Fri., Feb. 24, WKCO and The Shoppes
will sponsor a night of live entertainment and
prizes in The Shoppes and Lower Dempsey
The event will continue the promotional
drives of both organizations.
Live entertainment will include the winner
of Kenyon's musical bombast, the Battle of
the Bands, "Too Far Gone." Other live enter-
tainment will include the Fools on the Hill,
who will perform at approximately 11:00
p.m. and WKCO DJ's J. Ritchlin and Dave
Richards.
Additionally, The Shoppes will give away
15 pizzas, to be eaten at your convenience.
First prize winner will receive five free
gargantuan pizzas, second will receive four
pizzas, etc. WKCO is extending its own pro-
motional drawings and will award albums
Animals are your friends.
Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
and t-sh- irts, designed by the winner
WKCO's coast-to-coa- st art competition,!
Halsted. In order to win one of these extra:
dinary prizes, you must be in attendance
the time they are awarded.
Due to a change in its status as a camp
recreational facility, attendance of The She;
pes has dropped dramatically. In order
reverse this trend. The Shoppes has spc
sored a number of promotional activities!.1
semester. These include Steak and Chick:
Wings Night and a variety of other gii
aways in association with WKCO. There
be a variety of other activities planned af:
break, including more live entertainment.
Both organizations urge you to attend tr
event and enjoy an alcohol-fre- e evening :
the possibility of winning new duds and fi
ing your belly.
OH-
-
Save your breath.
Plant a tree to make more oxygen.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. O Tuned engines
WKCO's Top Ten Progressive Playlist for
the Collegian 22389
1. Lou Reed "Dirty Blvd." New
York
2. Violent Femmes "Nightmares" 3
3. Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds "Dean-na- "
Tender Prey
4. Cowboy Junkies "Sweet
Jane" The Trinity Session
5. The Waterboys "Fisherman's
Blues" Fisherman's lilues
, less air pollution
6. Sonic Youth "Teenage
Riot" Daydream Nation
7. The Replacements "I'll Be
You" Don't Tell a Soul
8. R.E.M. "Stand" Green
9. The Wonder Stuff "Give Give Give M
More More More" The Fight Legged
Groove Machine
10. Elvis Costcllo "Veronica" S
The Blues Brothers
The Blues Brothers. Starring Dan Akroyd,
John Belushi and Carrie Fisher. Directed by
JohnLandis. 1980. 112 minutes. Rated PG.
The Blues Brothers is one of the most uni-
que movies in history. While it was a great
mass market success, it is also a cult favorite
to rival the Rocky Horror Picture Show
itself. The film is the story of Jake and
Elwood Blues, two orphaned boys raised in a
Catholic orphanage who grow up to become
ieves, liars and eventually God's blues
musicians on earth.
The film starts off with Jake (Belushi) be-ln- g
released from prison and picked up by
Elwood (Akroyd). They go back to the or-
phanage and find it will be foreclosed for
tack taxes in a short while. Receiving a vision
from God, they proceed on a quest to raise
the money to pay the taxes. First, they gather
together the Blues Brothers Rhythm and
Bues Review (the BAND), and proceed to do
shows. Unfortunately, there is trouble, in the
form of bilked club owners, Illinois Nazis, a
country and western band, the police, and, of
course, the homicidal and heavily armed Car-- n
Fisher.
trough it all, Jake and Elwood keep teir
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Leonardo da Vinci: Inventions of a 5th Century Genius
The Olin Art Gallery is presenting "The In-
ventions Of Leonardo da Vinci" until March.
This display, provided by IBM, includes ac-
tual models built from da Vinci's sketches.
According to IBM, it is a "tribute to the
creative curiosity that exists in all of us."
Leonardo da Vinci is probably best known
for his various art work, specifically The
Mona Lisa. But this 15th century genius
studied virtually every field of science. He
recorded all his observations in sketches or
notes. These notes were solutions to specific
problems during his life and approaches to
concepts that had never been conceived of
nor technologically fessible for the 15th cen-
tury. IBM has been displaying this exhibit in
museums, colleges, universities and public
libraries throughout the United States since
195 1
. Since there is such a demand for the ex-
hibition, the entire display is not shown in
one place. Instead IBM hopes to accom-
modate diverse interests of particular institu- -
'You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown'
Now in its second year, GREAT, the Gam-bie- r
Repertory Ensemble Actors Theater, has
an exciting new musical in production. On
Feb. 23, 24, 25 "You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown" will be presented in Gund Commons
Lounge. The show is directed by Jon Taze-
well and is produced by GREAT'S founder
Jay Alexander. "You're a Good Man Charlie
Brown" is an amusing musical version of
Charles M. Schultz's classic comic strip.
Peanuts, and features favorite chaaracers
such as Charlie Brown, Lucy, Snoopy,
Schroeder, Linus and the rest of the gang.
The show is fun for kids and adults alike.
Rob Edsall stars as Charlie Brown, Tracy
Krug as Lucy, Mark Ax as Linus, Tom
Wagner as Schroder and Sara Stivers as
Snoopy. The show promises to be another
wonderful production from the ensemble, so
please come and enjoy two hours of music
and comedy. Tickets can be purchased at din-
ing halls this wekk and at the door. Tickets
are $1 for students, $4 for adults and $2.50
for senior citizens and children under twelve.
For tickets and further information call
427-566- 1.
Carmina Quartet Comes to Kenyon
On Fri., Feb. 24, The Charlotte Collins
Warner Chamber Music Series will present
the Carmina Quartet at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse.
The Carmina Quartet has quickly established
itself as one of the premier young European
string quartets. Playing to enthusiastic
critical and public acclaim, the quartet enjoys
a growing reputation for its passionate, sens-
itive musicianship. The ensemble has won
international competitions held in Paris,
Zurich and Munich, and has taken prizes at
the Banff and Borciana competitions.
Presently based in Zurich, members of the
quartet have studied at the Julliard School,
Indiana University and at Menuhin Music
Academy. Mentors of the Carmina Quartet
include Sandor Vegh, Nikolas Harnoncourt
and the Amadeus Quartet.
The concert is free and open to the public.
hats and their sunglasses, and play
soulful music along with Ray Charles, Cab
Calloway, Aretha Franklin and John Lee
Hooker. I think these two elements makes
The Blues Brothers a classic movie. It's not
just a flick, it's a way of life.
Fri. 10:00 p.m. Sun. 2:00 p.m.
Trading Places
.
Trading Places. Directed by John Landis.
Starring Dan Akroyd and Eddie Murphy.
1983. 106 minutes. Rated R.
The primary theme of Trading Places is, in
short, money. Ralph Bellamy and Don
Ameche play the elderly Duke brothers,
wealthy, corrupt and nasty owners of a com-
modities brokerage firm. Their firm is
managed by Louis Winthorpe III (Aykroyd),
a foppish, pompous twit who lives in a man-
sion and is fed breakfast in bed before being
dressed by his British butler.
The plot begins to unfold as the Dukes
decide to make a little wager about an argu-
ment they've had, about the influences of
heredity versus environment (Psych 12
students may find this movie of particular in-
terest). Winthorpe is framed on a drug
charge and locked out of the mansion, while
Billy Ray Valentine (Murphy), whose in
tions by selecting the models the compatible
with the institutions. Hence, this display will
interest art enthusiasts and students. There
are 10 models in Olin Gallery. Olin's exhibit
contains models concerned with, among
other things, naval engineering, aerology,
transportation and printing. These models
truly demonstrate the amazing genius da Vin-
ci possessed. The Roller Bearings, for exam-
ple, were the first scientific study of friction
and its effects on mechanical efficiency.
KFS Films
cool, their
1
nniiDC. ii. nn s.m
MONDAY-SATURD- AY
SCOTT LANEH 427-363- 6
genuity struck the Dukes when they saw him
posing as a blind and legless beggar, takes his
place both in the mansion and in the firm.
Valentine rapidly learns to enjoy himself,
and behave in a manner befitting a man of his
position most of the time while Win-
thorpe loses it completely. Things get really
interesting, however, when the two victims
learn about the Duke brothers' little gamble
and set out on a quest for revenge. Valentine
doesn't particularly want to be dirt poor
again, but he's more than happy to help Win-
thorpe get some money for himself.
Trading Places is, in a word, funny. Mur-
phy is hysterical, both as a con man and as a
rolling-in-it-ric- h dandy. Aykroyd is fantastic
as the stuff aristocrat whose only friend, sud-
denly, is a prostitute. And Bellamy and
Ameche are entirely convincing as old men
who have had too much money and power
for too much time. Stephanie Klein
Sat. 8:00 p.m.Sun. 8:00 p.m.
An American
Werewolf in London
An American Werewolf in London. Directed
by John Landis. Starring DavidNaughton
and Griffin Dunne. Universal Pictures, 1982.
Rated R, 97 min.
Two happy-go-luck- y American
Also, His naval engineering display contains
a model of a paddle-whe- el ship, a design he
created three centuries before a steam-powere- d
paddle wheel ship was discovered.
"The Inventions of Leonardo da Vinci" will
only be around for another week so don't
miss it if you are interested in his inventions.
The best part of the exhibit is that you can ac-
tually play with most of the models. The ex-
hibit is free and open to the public.
The Ten Best Books Read by
Students for Classes This Year
The Tin Drum Gunter Grass
The Invisible Man R. Ellison
Guns of August B. Tuchman
Body and Mind in Zulu Medicine
H. Ngubane
Burmese DaysG. Orwell
Just and Unjust Wars M. Walzer
The Yellow Wallpaper C. Perkins
Shadows and Whispers D. Doder
The BellJar-- S. Plath
A Collection of Hemingway's Short
Stories E. Hemingway
The Medieval Banquet
Don't miss the Medieval Banquet on Feb
25 in the Great Hall of Peirce. A boar and
fowl dinner will be served by wench and
steward servants. A King and Queen will
preside. Register in tables of six or twelve
with Roseann Hayes (SAC) or Scott Simpson
(PBX 5453). Wear Medieval costumes and do
not bring sharp instruments. Etiquettq
demands a token for the King.
backpackers stumble upon The Slaughtered
Lamb, a rather spooky pub on the moors,
where they are summarily dismissed with
warnings of "Stay to the road," and "Beware
the moon." The warnings go unnoticed until
it's too late; before the night is out, one of the
boys is dead (but don't worry, he'll be back),
and the other . . . well, he's got real prob-
lems. After he emerges from a three-wee- k
coma he is troubled by harrowing fever
dreams and disturbing hallucinations which
lead him to ask: am I crazy, or just a
werewolf? He finds out soon enough, and
spends the remainder of the film stalking un-
suspecting Londoners until the unforgettable
climax in Picadilly Circus.
An American Werewolf. . . is a werewolf-zombi- e
comedy-horro- r movie which befuddled
critics and promoters at its release: as a
monster movie it takes itself very seriously,
and won an Oscar for make-u- p effects, yet it
is at times rib-splitti- ng. Some feel the mjx of
comedy and horror is too rough; however, it
is impossible to deny the macabre appeal of
the juxtaposition of England's ancient and
gory lore with the flip iconoclasm of
American youth. The film is an exciting
blend of the ridiculous and subline that will
probably sicken you at some point. But it'll
be a good kind of sick. Soft Bolin
Fri. 8:00 p.m. Sat. 10:00 p.m.
other competitors to
take the blue ribbon for Kenyon. Classmate
Stasha Wyskiel followed his example as she
took a second place finish to score for the
Ladies.
Continuing in their winning ways the
"Dynamic Duo" of John Hanicak and Ken
Cole once again captured the hearts of their
fans as thev cominated the scoring in the high
jump, the long jump, and the hurdles. It was
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iJenail--n To Denison
'AV1A .... ......u t--u u,iv wiohthrip t snots for Kenyon were the t
The regular season ended with a
bang for
Kenyon last week in a thrilling win
at
Denison. Unfortunately for the Lords
thrilling game this ; pastthough, an equally
Tuesday, against the same team in the NCAC
tournament, ended Kenyon's season
for
8On Wednesday of last week, Kenyon
in its finalReservehosted Case Western
The Lords, who hadhome game of the year.
in Cleveland, looked slug-
gish
edged the Spartans
away in the second
at times, but pulled
half to take an 81-7- 1 victory.
center AndyIn that game, sophomore
21 points to leadKutz scored a career-hig- h
Kenyon. He also added a team-hig- h
12 re-
bounds better efforts of thein one of his
year Three other Lords had outstanding
of-
fensive showings, as sophomore Matt Alcorn
hit for 17, and seniors Brian McDonald
and
Darryl Shankle chipped in with 14 and
12
points, respectively. The 12 points for
Shankle represent a career high.
would be athough,The test of the week,
visit to Denison for the season finale against
Big Red. All butthe young and improving
rematch with Denison inhomeassured of a
the conference playoffs, Kenyon played
this
its earlier home defeat.one to revenge
While Alcorn had ten points, including a
clutch three-point- er at the end of regulation
into an overtime, it wasto send the game
senior John Neeley who stole the show.
kii who has been praised by head coach
Bill Brown for his physical play of late, went
to the hoop early and often.
Even though he had only two field goals,
Neeley managed twelve free throws in a row
His 12 for 12
and led Kenyon with 16 points.
shooting established a new NCAC record for
percentage in a game. Kenyon's Chris Russell
'85 held the mark with eleven in one game.
In the overtime, the Lords reversed their
season-lon- g trend of missing crucial free
throws and dumped their hosts by a
64-5- 8
count. .
With two close games against Denison
behind them, the Lords had to gear up for a
third showdown in the opening round of the
NCAC tournament, held this past Tuesday at
the Ernst Center.
A torrid shooting Denison team squashed
any hopes the Lords may have had of return-
ing in the finalsparticipantsthis Saturday as
they will be hosting.
"I don't think it was a case of overlooking
them," said student-assista- nt Craig Meese.
"We've had two close games with them."
In the first half of this contest, both teams
were relatively hot. After building up a
17-1- 0
Kenyon caught a turnoverlead early on,
disease. A constant full-cou- rt press by the
Big Red paid off as Kenyon coughed up the
ball three times in three possessions and relin-
quished its hold on the game. Slowly but
surely, Denison closed the gap and ended up
going into the locker room at the half up by
four, 39-3- 5.
Hanieak first in the high jump with a jump of
6', and Cole second, clearing the bar at 5T0".
As the "caped crusaders" fearlessly hurled
through the air to the long jump pit, it was
again Hanicak leading the way with a jump
of 20'434" for second place, and Cole follow-
ing close on his hels with a leap of 20' for
heroes, Hanicak and Colethird. Finally, our
continued to wipe out their enemies in the
high hurdles as they once again captured se-
cond and third respectively.
Not to be outdone by anyone, Karen
"J.R.", "Superwoman" Adams gave the
Ladies scoring quite a boost as the captured a
quartet of wins in the 880 relay, 300m dash,
triple jump, and the long jump. Adams team-
ed with Stasa Wyskiel, Kristina Baker, and
Heather Craig for the 800m relay to set a
Kenyon best for this event. Adams also con-
tinued her excellent performances as she
achieved personal bests in both the long jump
and triple jump as she left her competition
"in the pit." Sophomore Chip Salmon also
J.R. refused to reveal the exact mystical
powers that her lucky T-sh- irt possesses.
Never fear however, investigative journalistic
tactics will not stop until the truth is revealed
here in the pages of The Collegian.
The middle distance events looked strong
for both the men's and women's teams as
i V K X ..
Sophomore Ken Cole clears the bar during the high jump competition lust l-ri- da
offensive hustle of McDonald, who had
eleven points, Kutz, who had ten, and
freshman Jeff Pfriem, who grabbed four
of-
fensive rebounds.
The problem for Kenyon was stopping
Denison's point guard, Kevin Andrew, who
hit all eight of his field goal attempts in the
half Overall, the Big Red was hitting an
astonishing 67 percent of all its field goals
"We let him shoot last game," noted
Alcorn. "The guy had a career game, what
can you do?"
in the second halt,It was more of the same
but this time it was Denison's post man,
fire.. He hit 7 ofGeorge Nixon, who was on
8 from the field on the game, and pushed
Denison to leads of as many as seven points
With eight minutes left, the Lords trailed
by seven and needed a timeout. After it,
seniors Tim Keller, McDonald's and Neeley
A stealplaved like there was no tomorrow.
by McDonald, combined with the dominat-
ing play of Kutz, made the score 52-5- 0 within
two minutes of the timeout. The margin
swelled to four, then six, then four again.
With a little under three minutes to go,
Neeley managed a steal and hit a jump shot
to close the margin to two points, 61-5- 9.
After a Denison bucket, the teams traded
turnovers and Kutz hit the last of his game
and career-hig- h 25 points. 63-6- 1, DU.
Denison's Andrew missed a free throw
with a little under a minute remaining and
Kenyon brought the ball up. With :27 to go,
Track Team Has "Best Indoor Meet of Year"frosh"
By Stacey Seesholtz
Both the Lords and Ladies of Kenyon are
coming on strong for conferences after what
Coach Duane Gomez terms "the best indoor
meet of the year on Friday evening." The
Scots home withmen sent the Fightin'
handed their foes adeflated egos as they
70-5- 8 setback. For the Ladies, it was Kenyon
again emerging as the victor over the black
and gold, 50-3- 2, but it was the Wittenberg
women topping all competition at the meet
with a final tally of 70 points. After the many
outstanding performances turned in by the
Kenyon team, Coach Gomez had an op-
timistic tone to his voice as he smirked and
replied that he will make "no predictions" for
the upcoming conference meet.
Leading the Lords off in a positive light
was senior Gordon Loveland as he heaved
the shot-p- ut past all
J
t
Mark "the flying Vacha and "Rock Me
Rob" Medonis set the pace by snagging first
and second with fine efforts of 2:08 and 2:15
respectively.
In the 1000 it was once again a purple
domination as both the men and women took
home the gold and silver. The Ladies captain.
Sue Melville set the winning pace with a
season PR of 3:13. Could it have been those
shiny new spikes. Sue? Once again the shy
and reserved Melville refused to comment.
Following Melville down the home stretch to
easily take second was sophomore Ann
McKay Farrel. Parrel commented, "It was
difficult to see exactly where I was going
because of the sand-wave- s coming from the
long jump pit, but 1 just kept focusing on
Sue's bright white spikes and 1 didn't have
TRAfKI K LN panen e eignieight
By Chris Munster
How important was facing off against both
Ohio Wesleyan and Ohio State in the latter
part of February? "It doesn't carry any
weight, but it's good to go against different
faces," said Pete Sanborn. He later added
that it "proved what we knew . . . we're a
good team."
It also proved to both opponents what they
didn't realize: Kenyon will be a contender in
1989.
The fact remains that against Ohio
Wesleyan that Kenyon will measure its
worth. Terry Martin and his senior attack
mates measured quite well, thank you,
against OWU's defense this past Sunday.
"There were a couple of things done well,"
said Martin. "The passing was crisp . . . the
stick-handlin- g was there."
Those attackmcn seemed to be here, there,
and everywhere against the vaunted national
runner-up- s from last season. To say that
Martin, Jeff Alpaugh, and Pat Madden work
Senior Brian McDonald lays up a shot against
K
Case opponents. The Lords won o-
-.
tiny Matt Alcorn did it again. He hit an opr
i rni and the crowd went wnu.IJ IWlvi " - .
Pn, the Rit Red milked the clock, hop-.:-
.
for the last shot. An errant pass wound upi:
,h hanHs of scrawny reserve Dave ue.i
who drove around two Kenyon defendr
,ni q rnnnine one-hand- er to p.
rvnimn ahead to stay.
A long three-point- er by Kutz just mi- -
the mark and the season was over.
m think we're a better team than they at;
said Meese. "But it was obvious they pla;;.
better tonight.'1
wo
...ci HiHn't pvprnie at times." adi.
Alcorn. "It was a tough way to end.
But for Alcorn, and other underclassm;:
this is onlv the beginning of a bright fun
seniors, this was the end.
For others, like IM
"We surprised a lot of people,"
Shankle as he looked out over the court I
l... ,;m., "Ii'c Keen oreat hilt I lUSU'i'Ulic iu.m iiiuv.. ii j l. jbelieve it's over.
see
Lacrosse Splits Scrimmages 7-- 6, (
,..,n" is an understatement. They al;
i ,.. hrp ea.-- h other is: "We work m
against the man to man," said Martin.
V
m man thev measured up.
After hanging close early, Kenyon
k.,i,;h the strencth of Wesleyan s raw-- -
team. Tearing through Kenyon's man-d-
o
unit, they scored three consecutive time.
nprh.ms. nine passes. "1 m not too impi- -
with the man-down?- ," said Sanborn.
the kind of thing that takes time.
n... ;. Hirtn't take the wind out ofLILll II wiwii
transfer John LomNsails, as junior
scored on a man-u- p of its own to pun c
scores even mean a thing in a scrimnw-
-
xhre were two constants all day K"
Lords: Chris Jeliffe brought the ball out
the defense end. vet Kenyon's transition;
r..nce seemed to soutter. Not having
very much on the clears, Kenyon did
in- -
seem out of SVI1C.
"xi, cuiff in nnn-tk-- e was prettv basic .
just did what was natural," said J
see LACROSSE page eight
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and Ladies
AM!n.
Swim
,
.
,
Teams Rack Up NCAC TitlesAVXWO
This was no ordinary weekend for the Ken-vo- n
Lords and Ladies swim teams, but rather
a weekend replete with incredible ac-
complishments and matchless spectacles of
splendor which justify the infamous reputat-
ion of Kenyon swimming. The North Coast
Athletic Conference Championships hosted
by Oberlin University awarded the Lords
with their 36th and the Ladies their 13th cons-
ecutive Conference title; and Kenyon's total
domination left even second place Denison a
spacious 300 points in their wake. In addit-
ion, Coach Jim Steen was honored as Coach
of the Year and Junior Missi Nelson received
female Swimmer of the Year.
The long-awaite- d conference meet sym-
bolizes for many a last chance to qualify for
nationals. In their grave attempt to do so,
several swimmers gleefully shave their grizzly
beards (and some even their heads), decrease
their yardage and cut back on practice time
and finally unite in uncompromising team
comraderie in an effort to accomplish things
they never before dreamed of doing. The
results of this climactic moment include shatt-
ered records, crushed competition, unbel-
ievable races and ultimately ecstatic and
relieved swimmers.
The Ladies' success was triggered when
freshman Cindy Fontana, even to her own
surprise, dropped over fifteen seconds and
qualified for nationals in the 500 freestyle
""U,U,"B io co-capta- in Jeann ne n,,
"Cindy's tear-jerkin- g swim was the first spark
to the fire and from there on out it was like a
snowball effect, one race building upon the
next, getting bigger and bigger as it went
along."
Consequently, from its inception, the
Ladies meet was nothing but new records,
life-tim- e best swims and first-tim- e nationalqualifiers. They began by almost exclusively
dominating the top six places in the 500
freestyle freshman Carrie Nealon broke the
old record by three seconds and took first(5:02.3), next came Nelson (2nd-5:05- .3),
Jacob (3rd-5:08- .5), Perrett (5th 5:19.2)
and Carson (6th 5: 19.4).
Following the freshman flow, Kristie Stacy
won the 200 I.M. (2:12.0), the 100 fly (59.6)
and took second in the 200 fly (2:10.5).
Freshman Tracy Hockman won the 50 (24.6)
and the 100 freestyles (53.8) and was a first-tim- e
national qualifier. Behind Hockman in
the 50 were Finneran (3rd 25.1), Robinson
(4th 25.15) and Fletcher (5th 25.5).
"The freshman class left themselves wide
open to what could happen, they believed in
themselves and the possibilities that the pro-
gram offered. It was this 'naivety that
anything could happen' attitude that sent the
freshman skyrocketing in the meet," com-
mented co-capta- in Gury.
Other freshman with stunning swims in-
cluded Tobey Cronnell who placed second in
the 400 I.M, fourth in the 200 I.M. and sixth
in the 1650 free also as a first-tim- e national
qualifier. L.J. Robinson, a freshman walk-on- ,
took third in the 100 and fourth in the 50
freestyles.
The upperclassmen achieved their status by
setting numerous new records, such that
Gury broke her old record in the 200
breaststroke (1st -- 2:26.3), co-capta- in Erin
Finneran set a new record in the 20
backstroke" (1st -- 2:09.8) and junior Missi
Nelson did the same in both the 400 I.M.
(1st 4:36.3) and the 1650 free
(1s- t- 17:26.0).
The 1650 free was again almost all battling
Kenyon bodies to the finish. After Nelson
were Jacob (2nd), Nealon (3rd), Perrett
(5th) and Cronnell (6th).
"The people on the team totally pulled
together, had fun and swam incredibly well,"
said Gury.
In the 200 fly, Stacy and Becky Little plac-
ed second and fifth, respectively. Also,
junior Kim McMahon placed fourth and
qualified for nationals in the 400 I.M. and
Perrett took fifth. Furthermore, the women
won every single relay event and set new
records in two.
The Lords' accomplishments were tanta-
mount to the Ladies' but unequivocally in-
spired by senior Tom Creech with his three
individual victories. The intrepid 'Creecher'
won the 500 free (4:41.8), 1650 free (16:16.1)
and 400 I.M. (4:12.1) as well as participating
on a winning relay team.
Ladies B-B- all Downs Oberlin in NCAC TournevBy Scott Johnson
.
- J
The Ladies basketball team set the record
straight on Tuesday night with a 56-5- 0 victory
over the Yeowomen of Oberlin University in
the "friendly confines" of Tomsich Arena
during the first round of the NCAC Tourna-
ment.
This follows a humiliating road loss at the
hands of the Yeowomen three weeks ago,
49-3- 9. Up until that night, Oberlin had been
winless all season.
However, Tuesday was showtime for the
Ladies as they pulled out a thrilling win in the
single elimination tourney. Just as the sun
will surely rise, senior Heather Spencer came
to play ball. And play she did. Spencer led all
scorers with 24 points and added three assists
for good measure.
Following her teammate's lead was junior
Leslie Douglas who, black eye and all, scored
13 points before fouling out of the game in
the waning moments.
Trailing 30-2- 5 at the intermission, the
Ladies were badly out-rebound- ed 20-1- 2 by
the Yeowomen. Spencer had already scored
'3 points, while the rest of the team could onl-
y muster 12 points as a group.
Even though they led by as much as nine
Points in the first half, the Ladies went
scoreless in the final three and a half minutes.
As a result, Oberlin tallied an unanswered 14
Points to take the lead into the lockerroom.
According to assistant coach, senior John
Quigley,
"we got down early, but we never
Save up. Compared to our last game (against
Oberlin) we shot much better and were
relentless."
'n the second half the Ladies came out and
sl0ly, but surely, chipped away at their op-
ponents lead which had risen to as high as
"lie points. Spencer and Douglas did their
t with junior Nancy Rochat picking up the
Sack witn en points of her own in the se-
cond half-
- Rochat also led the team with six
Abounds.
sW"h the score deadlocked at 38-3- 8,
Pencer scored on a jumpshot that gave the
.'
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Freshman Nicole Dunn looks for an open (earn male during the Ladies' 64-5- 0 win over Denison.
Ladies their first lead since there was 2:21 re-
maining in the first half. From this point on
the Ladies never looked back.
They never had a commanding lead over
Oberlin, but when freshman Beth Taylor
scored on a layup the crowd went into a fren-
zy. This made the score 51-4- 7 in favor of the
Ladies.
With Rochat's two free throws in the final
minute the victory was secured and the
Ladies advanced to the semi-fin- al round of
the NCAC tournament.
Quigley concluded by saying, "we did what
we needed to do in order to win tonight."
The Ladies' opponent will be the Gators of
Allegheny College who finished the season
with a record of 1 1- -1 and the regular season
title. The game will be played at Allegheny
tonight at six p.m.
In the final week of the regular season the
Ladies finished on a high note with a victory
against Denison. The final score was 64-5- 0,
which secured a fourth place finish in the
NCAC for the Ladies.
Spencer was on her game with 22 points,
nine rebounds, and seven assists. This outing
helped raise her scoring average to 15.4
points per game. As a result, Spencer finish-
ed runner-u- p in the conference scoring race.
Freshman Nicole Dunn had a great game
scoring a season-hig- h 16 points and pulling
down an also season-hig- h 1 1 rebounds.
Douglas ended up missing half the game with
an injury. But with the victory, they snapped
a six-gam- e losing streak.
The last loss of that streak came last Tues-
day at Case Western Reserve. The Ladies lost
see BASKETBALL page eight
Among the first time national qualifiers
was freshman Patrick Kearney who stunned
himself with a life-tim- e best and four second
drop in the 200 free (second -- 1 :43. 3).
Kearney also placed second in the 100 and
fourth in the 50 freestyles.
"I was so surprised to drop four entire
seconds in the 200, I have never done that
before and now I'm grateful for all of coach
Steen's undying confidence in me," remarked
Kearney.
Co-capta- in Jeff Perkins was another na-
tional qualifier by taking third in the 200
I.M. (1:57.5), followed by Shinabeck, Lan-dret- h
and Kelley, respectively. Junior Scott
Michaels, a first-tim- e qualifier, won the 200
free (1:43.0), took second in the 50 and third
see SWIMMING page eight
NOTES
Soccer
At the indoor soccer tournament
hosted by Kenyon, the Lords took se-
cond place to Wittenberg. Needing on-
ly a tie with Wittenberg to win the
tourney, Kenyon fell, 3-- 0. The Lords
only other loss in this six team round
robin affair was (o Mount Vernon
Nazarene.
NCAC Finals
Kenyon will host the Men's --.and
Women's finals of the NCAC basket-
ball tournament this Saturday. In the
Women's final, Allegheny will play
Ohio Wesleyan at 4 p.m. and Alle-
gheny will play Wooster in the men's
bracket. Tickets for students are $1.
Ernst will be closed to all at 1 p.m.
All-America-
ns
Two members of the Kenyon Col-
lege football team have been named to
the Pizza Hut Division III A1I-Americ- an
team. Seniors Ed Beemiller
and Eric Dahlquist each received
honorable mention.
Dahlquist has been the Lords' start-
ing quarterback for the last 4 years and
in that time, has rewritten Kenyon's
record book. He holds 14 Kenyon
records, 6 career, 4 season and 4 game.
He also holds 5 North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC) records, 2 season
and 3 game. His College career records
include most yards gained passing,
6,389; most net yards total offense,
6,003; most touchdown passes thrown,
34; most plays, 1,230; most passes at-
tempted, 1,020 and most passes com-
pleted, 565.
Beemiller was the Lords' starting
wide receiver. He was named first-tea- m
All-NCA- C in 1988 and second team in
1987. Additionally, he was the Lords'
most valuable offensive back this year.
He completed the year with 57 catches
for 703 yards and 8 touchdowns in 9
games. He was the NCAC's and Ken-
yon's leading receiver with 6.3 catches
per game. He was also the Lords'
leading scorer with 52 points, 5.8 per
game.
Herd
Continued from page two
and arbitrary. Onways that are kafkaesque
more than one occasion, a visitor has dis-
covered that hisher appointment would not
last as long as heshe originally believed.
Morale is especially an issue for those visitors
who, for personal reasons, have chosen to live
in this area and thus have few professional
options open to them. Often looked upon as
an available and convenient Lumpenprole-taria- t,
they are hired to plug emergency leaks
and then casually discarded once they have
served their purpose. Only those "locals"
with tenured friends and lobbies behind them
can hope to receive something resembling ap-
preciation.
The third consequence of temporary hir-
ing, however, is the most worrisome -t- he im-
pact of short term appointments upon the
College's commitment to affirmative action.
There can be no denying Kenyon's efforts to
recruit women, though a similar push to at-
tract minorities is just in its infancy. Never-
theless, one telling statistic deserves mention:
Although, in absolute numbers, the presence
of women faculty as a whole has certainly
the Kenyon faculty isgrown, a woman on
still more than twice as likely to be temporary
as a man. (The minority pool is too small
to measure meaningfully.) Might not the Col-
lege's recent preference for creating tem-
porary over tenure track positions thus
undermine its goal of a stable and diverse
community?
At minimum, visitors deserve better repre-
sentation than they currently receive. A seat
Affairs Committee wouldon the Faculty
help. Yet even that concession cannot attain
what I hope this community wants -- an en-
vironment where all faculty can feel secure
and appreciated enough to meet the extraor-Hinar- v
demands the College puts on them.
Turning a third of the faculty into second
class citizens who are pushed in and out
through a revolving door is not the way to
go-
-
Yours sincerely,
Shelley Baranowski
Visiting Assistant Professor
IPHS and History
Podesta
Continued from page three
what to think rather than how to think. What
he finds alarming is the fact that these groups
are winning district court cases across the
country.
People For The American Way attempts to
keep the evangelical right from unfairly
swaying the decisions that are made in the
courts and legislature. In his presentation,
Podesta called for a stop to the "satanization"
of American politics by religious interest
groups who accuse the nation's leaders of
amorality and immorality. These are people
who support such things as SDI and contra-ai- d
and oppose things like sanctions against
South Africa and equal rightscomparable
worth by claiming that the Bible itself com-
mands it. Podesta states furthermore, that
these religious leaders are not asking us to ac-
cept their views on the merits of sound
arguments, but rather on the religious doc-
trines of their theology. Podesta clarified his
intentions stating that he docs not oppose,
but rather welcomes, the expression of
religiously-roote- d moral values, as long as in
doing so one realizes that whenever someone
participates in the political process, she or he
must respect the rights of others by refraining
from attacking different faiths and claiming
divine endorsement. To demonstrate his
belief that not all religious leaders are one- -
sided about their political views, Podesta
quoted Cardinal Joseph Bernadine's view of
the Catholic church's political duty, as the
ideal for religious groups: "We should main-
tain and clearly articulate our religious con-
victions, but also maintain our civil courtesy.
We should be vigorous in stating a case and
attentive in hearing another's case. We
should test everyone's logic, but not question
his or her motives." This represents a model
for political involvement by all religious
groups because it keeps to the spirit of the
Constitution.
Podesta projected that we have not yet
seen the high point of the evangelical right.
The fact is, these groups exist because there
are many real problems in our society. In the
process of reaching decisions about the right
actions for these problems, everyone is
welcome to debate the issues and express
viewspoints. But in this process, no one
should be made to feel any less an American
because of her or his religious and political
persuasions. Podesta especially encourages
the Republicans to fight narrow-minde- d in-
fluences in their own party. Podesta closed
on these notes and left the Kenyon audience
with the challenge of alert and active citizen-
ship in all matters that concern the constitu-
tional liberties and rights of the American
people.
Lacrosse
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Continued from page six
recently relegated to the status of "defensive
midfield." He took on all comers at midfield.
"I think we pushed the transition too much
we're better six-on-si- x," said sophomore
midfielder Andy Stearns, an observant stu-
dent of the game, relying on a quick wit and a
quick stick.
Following that thought up was Martin,
who said, "It's the story of Kenyon lax hav-
ing problems clearing the ball."
Well, hopefully Kenyon doesn't tell too
many sad stories this year and reads plenty of
fairie tales. But with their talent, it might not
require any fairy tales at all.
NEXT WEEK: Lords Preview '89!!
Track
Continued from page six
any problems."
For the Lords Vacha and Handel made it
an exciting race as less than one second
separated their finishes. As a result of this
friendly intersquad rivalry it was Vacha
outleaning Handel at the tape with a 2:31
clocking.
In the mile, Sam Leaf and Stacey Seesholtz
both managed to grab a third place finish as
they edged out "literally hundreds of com-
petitors." Sophomore Alice Guttentag and
Freshman Charles Huh got onto the score-
board for Kenyon with third places in the
600m and 400m respectively. In the women's
sprints, Kristina Baker and Heather Craig
turned in solid performancs as they both
achieved a second place finish.
Although the evening was an exhibition of
fine performances, 2-mi- ler Tracey Fatzinger,
and 3-mi- ler Karen Wempe certainly stood
out in the crowd. Ken "Doc" Wempe took his
first collegiate win in an amazing time of
15:47. This clocking puts Ken within a seven-
teen second striking range of the school
record. As usual, Fatzinger cruised to a vic-
tory with a "fleet footed" clocking of 12:48.
Unfortunately, sidekick Coco "Flash" Flood
could not contribute . . . Rumor has it she
"ran" to N.Y. for the weekend?
The Kenyon Lords and Ladies will travel
to O.W.U. to stake their claim to fame in the
NCAC this weekend. Most semi-fin- al heats
will be contested on Friday evening, with the
majority of final heats run on Saturday
Swimming
Continued from page seven
in the 100 free. Junior Dave Wenz placed
third in the 200 and 500 freestyles and sixth in
the 200 fly. Additional national qualifiers in-
clude freshman Kris Osborn (200 free), and
juniors Parker Nash and Scott Sporte (1650
free).
Junior Tom Magowan challenged the
Creecher in the 400 l.M. but barely touched
second with the qualifying time of 4:14.0.
Nate Llerandi (4: 15.6) and Jeff Perkins join-
ed their team mates in fourth and fifth place,
respectively.
The Lords dominated the 200 breaststroke
with Llerandi (1st), Peters (3rd) and
Magowan (4th). Likewise the 200 butterfly
included Glatzer (4th), Perkins (5th) and
Wenz (6th). In the backstroke events, the
Lords again were at the top with co-capta- in
Alan Schmidt winning the 100 (53.4) and
sophomore Eric Chambers taking second in
and 200 backstroke. To no sur-
prise,
the 100 (54. 1)
the Lords won all the relay races and
set records in three.
In diving, John Curtain placed third on
both the 1 and 3-me- ters and Ann Kelley
scored fourth on the 1- - and 3-met- ers. Both
divers have already qualified for nationals.
Although the Lords already have over the
18-mem-
ber limit for the national team,
Llerandi remarked "we are going to have the
best possible 18-m- an unit going to nationals
because of all the qualifiers this year."
During Spring Break the Lords will be pur-
suing their 10th and the Ladies their sixth
consecutive National Collegiate uiv.sion m
Championship at the University of Notre
Dame. Captain Gury says "it is going to be
amazing to see the swims we have because the
whole team is going to fly."
Basketball
Continued from page seven
a heartbreaker 53-5- 2. Team leaders were
Spencer with 17 points and Dunn with 6 re-
bounds.
One highpoint of the game was that
Douglas hit nine of 10 free throw attempts.
Her shooting average from the line for the
season was 79 percent, which led the con-
ference.
The Ladies finished the regular season with
a record of 6-1- 7 overall and 5-- 7 in the NCAC.
With a good fleet of underclass women the
future looks good for the basketball team.
But first, they have Allegheny to deal with
tonight.
Suggs
Continued from page three
pologists want to control access to the in.
terest in women's studies.
In response to the reluctance of men to e-
xpand their fields of study, Suggs would argUe
that "comfort is no excuse for incomplete,
ness." In response to those women who feel
that one cannot understand what they can
not experience, Suggs would argue tha:
whereas "experiencial knowledge can be
helpful it can also be blinding." It is hard tc
achieve objectivity in field work. Conse
quently, by being acquainted with women':
issues, like menstruation, without actual!;,
having experienced the phenomena alio;
for a new perspective and a more facetec
dimension to the study.
Suggs, in his talk, made a distinction be
tween essential difficulties to nature an;
essential difficulties to culture. Femininity i;
merely a social, cultural construct, not ;
biological one. Consequently the difficultie
associated with Suggs' field of interest are;
result of our culture and can be easily di
banded.
Following Suggs talk there was a discu
sion during which members of the grot-share- d
their feelings and thoughts provoke
by Suggs' talk.
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"The Blues Brothers' is a Scream...
One of the all-tim- e ureal comedies... a flat-o- ut winner.
One Siskt-- K Chidiso Tribune
"Don't miss the
'Blues' brother.
,i miracle ot sound,
.ulion .ind hih spirits
ou cannot aHord to
miss. An
extraordinary
mo ir"
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Fervid, flaky,
fast and funny...
just whal this summer
has needed.
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